
Attendance and Payment Policy  
If for any reason student becomes ill or has a reason they need to reschedule the class they have 18months 
to take their scheduled  class to receive original price of course and for Deposit to still be  valid. After 18 
months all students still wanting to attend any courses or the same course at WNY Brow Couture must 
leave a new Deposit to book that amount of time out again . Each class of interest can NOT be scheduled 
without a $500.00  Per class / Non Refundable deposit to secure amount of time booked our and a seat in 
class(s). 
Class Balance must be paid at the latest by first day of class .  
If for any reason student changes their mind on class of choice once course has started they may choose a 
more suitable course however if it is of less Value there will not be a refund due to the amount of time 
already booked out for that student . If student does not finish the full course by choice or does not show 
up on scheduled class days for any other reason then those listed above there will be a charge to 
reschedule days missed .  
If student drops out of course early , and 
or does not show up for all scheduled models and Demos using models certification of Completion WILL 
NOT be given . Also a full or partial refund will NOT be honored if student chooses to drop or partially 
complete scheduled course(s). However student is welcome to have their customized Kit valued at 
$350.00 per course of choice or , $700.00 for advanced classes . These kits are personalized for each 
individual student prior to even starting the course and can not be used for other students in the future as 
they are hand picked and customized for each individual’s educational goals and needs.  
In the unfortunate event that a student does not finish or fully complete his/her scheduled class for any 
other reason then illness, family emergency, death, driving conditions , winter weather closures, and or 
schedule conflicts with their existing job, Full or Partial refunds ,and Chargebacks , are 100% STRICTLY 
PROHIBITED AND WILL NOT BE HONORED.  
Also , Any day scheduled for students one on one with models ( not demo models) are not included in 
class tuition. Students( One on One Models) are responsible for the cost of the procedure at a VERY low 
price and discounted rate. If Model refuses to pay the student is held accountable for materials used and 
time blocked out for that day . No Outside models will be worked on until consent is signed and service is 
paid for . Also outside models may return to Wny Brow couture for touch up session if needed but are 
NOT mandated to . They may have them finished 6-8 weeks after original procedure by that same student 
at whatever location the student is working  out of at the time .  
If Model wishes to have services finished for second session or future touch up with any Artist from 
WNY Brow Couture 
Pricing will be discounted but, will be subject to an increase . **This does not apply to Demonstration 
models done by instructor(s) for teaching purposes. Money Lost due to student not showing or dropping 
these scheduled days are the students responsibility and must be paid by student if they wish to re attend 
that day or demo they willingly chose to miss.  
We look forward to starting your new dream Career and have a 100% Guarantee that you will be taught 
by the best and leaving with more confidence then money can buy ! We are great full you chose us to start 
your new adventure with !  

Thank you God bless and see you in the first day of class !!! 
Sincerely,  Nina Marie/Program Director, Pascale Sadee/Educator/HR , Meg.Z Artist/ Manager  
And Brow Couture Crew !  

Name _________________________________________________________ 
Date:________________ 


